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1. INTRODUCTION 
A complete hypergruph Ki is the set of all subsets of cardinality h (called 
h-edges) of a set X of cardinality n (the vertex-set). This complete 
hypergraph is also denoted by (f). A delta-system d(p, h, c) is a set 
{E, ,..., E,.}, where the Eis are h-edges, such that there exists F, with IFI = p 
and E,n Ej = F, Vi # j. Yamamoto and Tazawa [3] studied the problem of 
decomposing Ki into d(h - 1, h, c)s . They called those particular delta- 
systems hyperclaws. This question was raised in connection with the design 
of a file organization scheme. One of us [2] has obtained further results on 
this particular problem, while correcting an erroneous statement in [3]. In 
the present paper, we investigate the general problem (with an emphasis on 
the case p = 1 and h = 3, however): given n, h, p, and c, is it possible to par- 
tition the complete hypergraph Ki into partial hypergraphs, each one being 
a d(p, h, c)? We write 
K:-~P, h, c) 
if such a decomposition exists. Besides n Z h 3 p, the following conditions 
are obviously necessary: 
c divides (;) (1.1) 
n z p + c(h - p). (1.2) 
Using the fact that every connected transitive graph of even order has a 
perfect matching, it was proved in [a], among other results, that 
K++~(P, k 2) whenever (1.1) and (1.2) hold. (1.3) 
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Hence, we shall assume that c z 3. It was also proved that 
If K;-+d(p, h, c) and K&-+A(p - 1, h - 1, c) 
then K:+ I-+&P, h, cl. (1.4) 
This result will be used later and the relevant construction will be given for 
the sake of completeness. 
It must be emphasized that, in its full generality, the problem of charac- 
terizing the parameters for which Kf: -d(p, h, c) is quite difficult, since it 
contains, for instance, the problem of the existence of certain l-designs (see 
PI). 
2. THE CASE p=O 
In this case, we want to decompose the complete hypergraph into sets of 
“parallel? edges. We can find the complete solution of this question in 
Baranyai’s well-known paper [ 11, and his results will be useful for us later. 
THEOREM 2.1. (A consequence of Baranyai’s Theorem 1 in [ 1 I). If c 
divides (t) and n 3 ch, then Kt--+A(O, h, c). 
Actually, Baranyai’s theorem has the following more general con- 
sequence: 
THEOREM 2.2. If‘(;)=cl+ ... +c,Tandn>Max{cihI i=l,...,s} thenKj: 
can be decomposed into s hypergraphs respectivel.v isomorphic to 
40, h, cl ),..., AtO, h, cs). 
3. A GENERAL RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. [f c(t) divides (;:~I;) and if n>p+c(h-p)(i) then 
K+-+A(p, h, ~1. 
Proof: Let d = c(“,) and X be a vertex set with IX/ = n. For every 
A E (t), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that (f!“,,) can be decomposed into 
A(0, h - p, d)s, namely {Ei ,..., Z$} with 1~ i<(i :;)/d. Let D,(A)= 
{Au E;,..., A up;); D,(A) is a A(p, h, d). Let us consider the directed 
network N whose vertex set is 
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where a is the source and h is the sink and whose arcs are 
(4 e) for all e E (f), with capacity 1 
(e, Di(A 1) for all e, i, A such that e E D,(A), with infinite capacity 
(Di(A Lb) for all i and A, with capacity d/(i) = c. 
The maxflow-mincut theorem implies that there exists in N a flow which 
saturates the arcs incident to a or to 6. Hence, every set F,(A) = { elthe flow 
in (e, D,(A)) equals I> is a d(p, h, L’) and together they form a decom- 
position of (f). Theorem 3.2 in [3] is contained in our Theorem 3.1 (take 
p=h-1 and ch=n-h+ 1). 
4. REGULAR DECOMPOSITIONS 
(IN THE FOLLOWING, WE ASSUME p=l) 
If His a d(l,h,c), then, H= {{a}uE ,,..., {ajuEE), where {E, ,,.., E,.) 
is a d(0, h - 1, c). The vertex a is called the center of H. If h = 3, the set of 
pairwise disjoint 2-edges {Et ,..., E, > is called a matching. 
Let Hi + ... + H, = Kk be a decomposition where every H, is a 
d( 1, h, c). For every vertex a, let f(a) be the cardinality of (ila is the center 
of Hi). We say that this decomposition is regular iff takes only one value 
(equal to (;)/nc). If Kt has a regular decomposition into d( 1, h, c)s, we 
write 
K+ d(l, h, c) 
with the obvious necessary condition 
n divides (;)/c or equivalently ch divides (;: 1 t ) 
Condition (4.1) is also suIIicient for n “large enough”: 
(4.1) 
THEOREM 4.2. If ch divides (; i ) and if n 2 1 + ch(h - 1 ), then Kt -f% 
41, k ~1. 
ProoJ Apply Theorem 3.1 with p = 1. It is easily checked that the 
decomposition obtained in the proof of this theorem is regular. 
5. CYCLIC DECOMPOSITIONS 
(IN THE FOLLOWING, WE ASSUMEP= 1 AND h=3) 
Let 2, be the cyclic group of order n. Let M = ({x,, yl},..., {x,., y,)) be 
a matching in Z,\(O). Then D(M, O)=((O, xl, y,} ,..., (0, x,., y(.)) is a 
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d(l,3,c) in Z,, and such is D(M,z)=({z,zf.x,,z+~~} ,.... 
(z, z+x,., z+ y,}) if zEZ,. 
Now, if M, ,..., M, is a set of such matchings in Z,\(O), when is 
U zEZ”wfl~ z)u ... uD(A4,, z) a decomposition of Ki into d(1, 3, c)s? 
If {x, y} is a 2-edge in Z,\(O), we call orbit of this 2-edge the family 
({w), {-w-x}, {-w-),)I. 
The orbits form a partition of (* zn’l{o)). If 3 does not divide n, the three 2- 
edges in every orbit are distinct. If D(M;, z) nD(M,, z’) # @ for some 
(i, z) # (.i, z’), then 
{z, z + x, z + y } = {z’, z’ + x’, 2’ + .v’ ) (5.1) 
forsome (x, y}EM,and (x’, y’i.~M,, (5.2) 
which implies either z = z’ and {x, y 1 = {x’, J,‘} (i.e., M, A M, # @ with 
i#j)orz#z’and (x’,y’}={-X,J-x} or {-.v,x-J] (i.e., {~,y)and 
{x’, y’} belong to the same orbit). 
Hence, the A( 1, 3, c)s D(M,, z) with i= l,..., q, and z~ Z, are pairwise 
disjoint if and only if 
i# j=xM,niV,= (z( 
fi M, contains at most one of the three 2-edges of every orbit. 
i= 1 
In order that those D(Mj, z) form a decomposition of (*) into A( 1, 3, C)S, 
one of the following conditions must be added 
n-l ! 
4= ( ) I 2 ,i 3c (5.3) 
or equivalently 
every orbit is represented by some 2-edge of ifi, M,. (5.4) 
If 3 divides n, conditions (5.2) and (5.4) cannot hold together because of 
the orbit ((n/3, -n/3}, {n/3, -n/3}, {n/3, -n/3}, and in this case such a 
decomposition cannot exist. 
The above considerations can be summarized by the following theorem 
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THEOREM 5.1. For n #O (mod 3), the D(M,, 2) with i= I...., q an~f 
-? E Z,, ,form a decomposition CI~ i$) into A( 1, 3, c)s if and only tf’ 
-the matchings Mi are pairwise disjoint 
-I.j;= 1 M, represents every orbit of ( Ln‘J” ‘) once and only once. 
Such a decomposition is called cyclic, and in this case we write 
K: 9, --tC A( 1 3 I’). Evidently, a cyclic decomposition is also regular. 
EXAMPLE. Zr , , c = 5, q = 5. Orbits (the brackets are omitted) 
-1 1 
-;-“z ‘;-ii z:;!::,-; 1-L; 
1 5 -1 2 -2 3 -4 -3 -5 4 
-14 13 25 41 5 -2 
-4 -5 -2 -3 -3 -5 3 -1 2 -4 
-5 -1 -2 1 -3 2 3 4 -4 5 
1 -4 -1 -3 -2 -5 -3 1 4 -2 
45 23 35 -1 -4 2 -5 
M,=(-1 1, -2 2, -3 3, -4 4, -5 5) 
M,=( 1 5, -1 2, -2 3, -4 -3, -5 4) 
M,=(-5 -1, -2 1, -3 2, 3 4, -4 5) 
induce a decomposition of (“,I’) into the 33 d( 1, 3, 5)s D(M,, z), i = 1,2,3, 
z E Z,, (in this particular case, each delta-system covers the vertex set, 
which does not necessarily occur in general). Hence, 
K;, (‘ A( 1, 3, 5). 
6. THE ORBITS IN Z,,\{O} 
The following diagrams describe the possible incidence patterns fur the 
2-edges of a given orbit: 
6.1. Z, with n = 2t + 1, n # 0 (mod 3): 
Orbits of type I: pairswise disjoint 2-edges 
a .-. b Aa .-e-. b-a -/, --- a-b. 
Orbits of type II: .-.--.- .---. with a = l,..., t. 
There are t orbit: of typi II; the gthers-l;e of type I. 
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6.2. Z, with n = 4s + 2, n # 0 (mod 3): 
Orbits of type I: a aPa b -a .-. b-a -b .--. a - b. 
Orbits of type III: .-.-. a = l)...) 2s. 
a 2s+ 1 u+2s+l -a 2.5 ~~ u + , 
Orbits of type II: .P.P*--. a = l,..., 2s. 
2u u --u -20 
There are 2s orbits of type II, 2s orbits of type III, the others are of 
type I. 
6.3. Z, with n = 4s, n # 0 (mod 3): 
Orbits of type I: sP* , *-. eP* 
u b --u b-u-b oh 
Orbits of type II: --‘-‘y;, UE {l,..., 2s- l}\(s). 
2a a -u 
Orbits of type III: *P*P. sP-. CZE (l)...) 2s- l}\,(s). 
u 2s a + 2s -u 2.5 0 
Orbit of type IV: 
7. THE MAIN LEMMA FOR CYCLIC DECOMPOSITIONS 
LEMMA 7.1. Let O,, 02,03 be any three orbits of type I in Z,\(O). 
There exist three 2-edges e, E 0,, e2 E O,, and e3 E O3 such that e,, e2, e3 are 
pairwise disjoint (hence forming a matching). 
Proof: We divide the possibilities into cases and subcases. 
Case 1. In this case, we assume that there exist three distinct elements 
a,b,cinZ,\{O} suchthat {a,b}EO,, (b,c}EO,, {c,a}~O~. 
Case 1.1. Weassumemoreoverthatc=a-b.Thene,={-a,b-a) 
and e3 = {a, a - b > are disjoint, so that e, , e, = { -b, a - 2b ), and e3 form 
the required matching, since a - 2b cannot be equal to a or b-a (remem- 
ber the orbits are of type I). 
Case 1.2. We may now assume that c #a - 6, and also, because of 
the symmetry between a and b, that c # b - a. Then we have --c # a, b, 
-b, a-b, -a, b-a, and a-c#b,c. Hence, either e,=(--b,a-b], 
e2 = (b, c}, e,={-~,a--c> or e,={-a,b-a}, e2= {b.c}, e3= 
( -c, a - c} form the required matching. 
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Case 2. We may now assume that there exists no triangle a, h, c’ with 
ja,bj~O,, {u,c]~O, and {c,u) ~0~. 
Case 2.1. Here, we assume moreover that there exist u, h, c, d 
with{u,b}EO,, {u,c)~O~, and ju,d}~O~. Then (-a,/~-a;~0,, 
(-u,c-U}EO,, {- u, d - u ). E 0,. Because of the symmetry between h, L’, 
and d, the present Case 2.1 can be split into essentially two subcases: 
either {b,c,d}n{b-u,c-u,d-a)=@ or h=c-a. 
Case 2.1.1. {b,c,d}n {b-u, c-a,d-a} #@. Then, either 
e, = (a, b}, e,={-u,c-a}, e,=(-d,u-d} or e,=(-u,h-u}, 
ez = {a, c >, e3 = { -d, u - d} form the required matching, unless (essen- 
tially, by the symmetry between h and c) one has ( --d, a - d} = {b, h - u ) 
or {-d,u-d}= {b,c- a) (f--d,u-dd)={b,c) is excluded by the 
hypothesis of Case 2). 
Case 2.1.1.1. {-d, u-d} = {h, b-u}. This implies h=u-d 
and e,=(-h,u--1, e2={u,c) and e,={-d,u-d} form the required 
matching. 
Case 2.1.1.2. j-d,a-dj={h,c-u}.Thisimpliesh=-dand 
c-a=a-d. Then e,=(-a,b-a), e2= (-c,u-c), and 03 = 
{ -d, c - u) form the required matching. 
Case 2.1.2. Within Case 2.1, we can assume now that b = c - u. 
Then e, = ( -b, u-h} and ez = { -u, h} are disjoint, and they form 
together with e3 = (a, d} the required matching unless d = a - b or d = -/I. 
But d = a - h is impossible since it would imply the existence of the triangle 
-a, 6, b-u with {-a, h-a}cO,, {-u,b}~O,, j&b--u}EO~ (remem- 
ber the hypothesis of Case 2), and d = -h is impossible because of the 
following similar triangle: a, h, a + h. 
Case 2.2. Since we disposed of Case 2.1 and we are within Case 2, we 
may now assume that any three 2-edges e, E 0,) e, E 02, e3 E 0, cannot be 
pairwise intersecting (neither in a triangular pattern nor in a “claw”-pat- 
tern). If no two 2-edges of 0, u O2 u 0, intersect, then the required 
matching is trivially found. Hence, we may also assume that there exist 
a,b,c such that {u,h}~O, and (u,c}~O,. Since h=c-u and c=h-u 
cannot hold at the same time, we may assume for instance that e, = (a, b > 
and e, = { -a, c-a> are disjoint. By the hypothesis of Case 2.2, the 2- 
edges of 0, cannot be incident to a or --a; hence, at least one of the three 
2-edges of 0, is disjoint from e, and from e2, and forms with them the 
required matching. 
Lemma 7.1 has the following straightforward consequence: 
LEMMA 7.2. Let 0, and 0, he uny two orbits of type I in Zn’\{O}. There 
exist two disjoint 2-edges e, and ez, with e, E 0, and e2 E 0,. 
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8. EXISTENCE OF CYCLIC DECOMPOSITIONS (c= 3) 
THEOREM 8.1. K;1 jc d(l,3,3) if and only f n = 1 or 2 (mod 9) and 
n> 10. 
Proof: By (1.2), (4.1), and Section 5, the conditions n = 1 or 2 (mod 9) 
and n 3 10 are necessary. Assuming now that these conditions hold, we 
have to find appropriate matchings Mj of cardinal c = 3 for use in 
Theorem 5.1. 
Case 1. We assume that n satisfies hypothesis 6.1. Then n = 2t + 1 with 
t=O or 2 (mod 3) and we take 
M,={(t, -t},{t-l,l-t},{t-2,2-t}), 
M,={(t-3,3-t}, {t-4,4-t}, {t-5,5-t)) and so on. 
If t = 0 (mod 3), then M, u ... u M,,, represent once and only once 
the orbits of type II. If t = 2 (mod 3) then M, u ... u M,, 2,,3 represent 
once and only once the orbits of type II, except the orbits 
..---. __--.p._ and * . -. -. 
Then we’ may take the- Xext matcmng to be,* for instance!, M,, + ,j/3 2 
{ (1, -I}, (2, -2}, (334)): th is matching represents those last two orbits 
of type II and the orbit of type I containing {3,4}. 
In both cases (t = 0 or 2 (mod 3)), we can then represent once and only 
once the remaining orbits of type I by matchings of cardinality 3, by group- 
ing these orbits arbitarily three by three and applying Lemma 7.1. 
Case 2. We assume that n satisfies hypothesis 6.2. As in Case 1, we 
represent the orbits of type II by their 2-edges {u, -0) (here, a = l,..., 2s). 
We represent the orbits of type III by their 2-edges { ---a, 2s -a + 1 ) 
(a = l,..., 2s). If 2s = 0 (mod 3), these 2-edges can easily be grouped three by 
three into matchings of cardinal 3. The case 2s # 0 (mod 3) can easily be 
dealt with, by introducing some special matchings as in Case 1. The orbits 
of type I are treated as in Case 1, by using Lemma 7.1. 
Case 3. If hypothesis 6.3 holds, the method is quite similar. 
By using Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, we have the following theorem, the 
proof of which we omit since the method is quite similar to the one 
employed in Theorem 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let n # 0 (mod 3) and (n - 1 )(n - 2)/6 = u + 2u + 3w, 
with u, v, w nonnegative integers and n > 7. Then K;f can he decomposed into 
A( 1, 3, 1 )s, A( 1, 3, 2)s, and A( 1, 3, 3)s in such a wa-~ that, ,for every vertex x, 
there are e.uact1.y u A( 1, 3, 1 )s, v A( 1, 3, 2)s and w A( 1, 3, 3)s qf center x. 
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9. A REWRSIVE C~NTRUCTION 
In this section we prove a result equivalent to (1.4) for h = 3 and p = I. 
THEOREM 9.1. IJ’~divides(;)undK;:-,d(l, 3.c), then K:,, +d(l, 3,~). 
Proof. Let X be a vertex set of cardinal n, and b an extra vertex. By 
Theorem 2.1, there exists a decomposition of (c) into d(0, 2, c)s {e;, 
e;,..., et.}, with 1 < i 6 (;)/c. Then, the set of all 3-edges belonging to ( “U3’“}) 
and incident to b can be decomposed into the A(1, 3, c)s 
{ {b} uei,,..., {b} u e:.}, and the second hypothesis implies that the remain- 
ing 3-edges (i.e., (f)) can also be decomposed into d( 1, 3, c)s. 
By combining Theorem 9.1 with Theorem 4.2, we get 
THEOREM 9.2. I” n = ct + 1, t 2 6, 3 divides t(ct - 1) und either t is even 
or both c and t are odd, then Ki + , --f A( 1, 3, L’). 
10. DECOMPOSITION OF Ki INTO A( 1, 3, 3)s 
Here, the necessary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent to n = 0, 1, 
or 2 (mod 9), n >, 9. We shall prove they are also sufficient. 
THEOREM 10.1 !fn=O (mod9), then K;1-+A(l,3,3). 
Proof: Let X be a vertex set, with 1x1 = n - 2. Then, (n - 3)(n - 4)/6 is 
congruent to 2 (mod 3) and can be written 2 -t- 3~. By Theorem 8.2 (with 
u = 0, v = l), (f) can be decomposed into n - 2 A( 1, 3,2)s of the form 
1 Ix, a,> b,)> {x, c,, d,}), x ranging over X, and ((“y2)-(n-2))/3=q 
A(l, 3, 3)s: A, ,..., A,. On the other hand, (” ;‘) =0 (mod 3). Hence, by 
Theorem 2.1, (-1) can be decomposed into A(O,2, 3)s: {ei,, ei, e$} with 
lGi<(“T2)/3.Let Y=Xu{y,} u { y, }; / Yj = n. We prove the theorem by 
decomposing (T) into A( 1, 3, 3)s as follows: A ,,..., A,, ( {x, a,, b,), 
{x3 c,, d,), ix, Y,, yl>> with -~ ranging over A’, ({yo}ue;, {yo}ue;, 
{yo}ue’,} and {(y,jue’,, (y,)ue;, {y,)ue;} with 1<i<((“y2)/3. 
THEOREM 10.2. Ki -+ A(l,3,3) if and only if n =O, 1, or 2 (mod 9), 
n 2 9. 
ProoJ We have seen that these conditions are necessary. Conversely, 
for n = 0 (mod 9), the result follows from Theorem 10.1. For n = 1 (mod 9), 
it follows from Theorem 9.1, since in this case 3 divides (“5 I), The case 
n = 2 (mod 9) is similar. One could also use directly Theorem 8.1. 
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11. ANOTHER RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION 
THEOREM 11.1. c dioides (2”) and (I) 
If K+4(1,3,c) then Kz+(, +d(l, 3, c). 
K; + A( 1, 3, c) 
Proof: Let X and Y be two disjoint vertex sets, with 1x1 = p and 
1 YI = q. Let ( X;:y)=(~)u(:)uAuB, with A = {El /El = 3, lXnE[ = 1, 
IYnEl=2} and B={El IEI=3, lXnEl=2, lYnEl=l}. Sincecdivides 
($), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that (i) can be decomposed into the 
d(O, 2, ch 
{ ei,, e; ,..., ef}, 1 < id (4)/c. 
Hence, B can be decomposed into the d(1, 3, c)s, 
{{Y)ue;, {v}u&..., {yjue;} with l<i<(E)/c 
and y ranging over Y. A can be similarly decomposed into d( 1, 3, c)s. Since 
(r) and (g) are also, by hypothesis, decomposable, (“y ‘) itself can be 
decomposed into d( 1, 3, c)s. 
An alternative proof of Theorem 10.2 can be derived from this construc- 
tion. In Section 14 we shall give some decompositions which permit to 
apply Theorem 11.1 repeatedly. 
12. DECOMPOSITIONS USING FINITE FIELDS 
Section 5 remains valid when Z, is replaced by an arbitrary abelian 
group. Orbits are similarly defined, and Theorem 5.1 still holds for a group 
without elements of order 3. We shall use here the additive group of 
GF(2O), and obtain in this way regular decompositions. In this case, we 
write K: -+FA(l, 3, c). 
Let G be the graph whose vertex-set is GF(2”)\{0, 1) and whose edges 
{x, x’), with x#x’, are defined by x +x’ = 1, or xx’ +x’ = 1, or 
xx’+x= 1, or xx'= 1, or xx’+x’+x=O. If p is odd, then 2”=6c+2 and 
one can prove easily that G is the union of c vertex-disjoint complete 
graphs K”,. Hence, there exists SC GF(2P)\(0, 1 ), with /SI = c, such that S 
is an independant (stable) set of vertices in G. 
THEOREM 12.1. If j? is an odd number, then 2” = 6c + 2 and K& + 2 -+ ’ 
A( 1. 3, c). 
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Prooj: We use the construction of Theorem 5.1 generalized to the 
additive group of GF(2”). We shall prove that one can define suitable 
matchings in GF(2”)\ {O}, as follows: 
M,= {{ax, u+ax~~s~S}, u ranging over GF(2”)\{0) and S defined as 
above. 
( 1) For a fixed value of (I, M,, is a matching: {ax, a(.r + I)) P 
{ax’, u(x’ + 1 )} # @ with x # s’ would imply, for instance, ax- = a(.~’ + 1 ), 
hence x f x’ = 1, and S would not be a stable set of G. 
(2) Two 2-edges in the union of the M,,s cannot belong to the same 
orbit: if {ax, a(x + 1)) and {a’x’,a’(x’+ l)], with (u,x)#(u’,.Y’), 
belonged to the same orbit, this would imply {a’.~‘, ~‘(x’ + 1)) = 
{ax,u(x+ 1)) or {a.~> or (u,u(x+ I);,. 
First case: {a’~‘, a’(~’ + 1) ) = [us, u(.u + 1) }. This would imply U’X’ = 
a(,~+ 1) and a’(,?? + 1) = ax and s + .Y’ + 1 = 0, which contradicts the 
definition of S. 
Second case: { u’x’, u’(x’ + I ) ) = [u, ~1x1. This would imply either 
u’x’ = U.K and a’(.~’ + 1) = a or U’S’ = a and a’(,~’ + 1) = ux. Hence, either 
XX’ +.r + s’ =0 (with x #x’) which contradicts the definition of S’, or 
XX’ +x’ = 1 (with x # x’, because the polynomial X” + A’+ 1 has no root if 
fl is odd) again with a contradiction. 
Third case: {u’s’, a’(~ + 1 ) ) = {a, u(x + 1) }. This would imply either 
u’x’ = a and a’(~’ + 1) = u(x + 1) or u’x’ = a( x + 1) and a’( .x’ + 1) = u. 
Hence, either XX’ = 1 (with I # .Y’ since I # I ) which contradicts the 
definition of S, or XI + .X = 1, which, as above, leads to a contradiction. 
Hence the union of the matchings M, represents every orbit at most 
once. Since this union contains exactly c(6c + 1) 2-edges, every orbit is 
represented exactly once, and Theorem 5.1 (generalized) can be applied. 
When fi is even, let 2” = 6~ + 4. The equation X2 + X+ 1 = 0 has two 
solutions X, and x2 and the graph G, defined as above, is the vertex-disjoint 
union of the edge {x,, x2} and of c complete graphs g. By using the same 
kind of method as in Theorem 12.1 and the same matchings with minor 
changes, results such as the following can be obtained: 
THEOREM 12.2. Let 2” = 6r + 4 (jl even). Then, Kit,.+ 4 can be decomposed 
into A( 1, 3, c + 1)s and d(l, 3, c)s in such a wuy that, for every vertex x, 
there exist exactly 2c + 1 A( 1, 3, c + 1 )s and 4c + 2 A( 1, 3, c)s having x ,for 
center. 
THEDREM 12.3. Let 2” = 6c + 4 (p even). Then, K&+ 4 can be decomposed 
into d(1, 3, 2c+ 1)s and d(1, 3, c)s in such a wuy that, ,for every vertex .Y, 
there exist exactly one A( I, 3, 2c + 1) and 6c + 3 A( 1, 3, c)s having x,fbr cen- 
ter. 
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A similar method can be applied to GF(q”) when q is an odd prime. Let 
H be the graph whose vertex-set is GF(qp)\ (0, 1 } and whose edges (x, x’ ) 
withx#x’aredefinedbyx’=x+lorx’=l-xorx’=l/xorx’=l/l-?c 
or x’ = x/x - 1 or x’ = (x - 1 )/x. If qp = 6c + 5, it can be proved that there 
exists a set ScGF(q”)\(O, 1, 2) such that ISI =c and Su (2) is an 
independent set of H. Then, we define the matchings M, as follows, 
and 
M,,=({-ax,a(1-x)}~xESu{2}} for UE T, 
IV,={{-ax,a(l-X)}IXES} for 0~ C’, 
where GF(qp)\(O} = Tu V, Tn V= 121, and aE To --a~ V. The union of 
these matchings represents once and only once the orbits of GF(q”)\(Of. 
This implies the following 
THEOREM 12.4. Let q be a prime and qp = 6c + 5. Then, Ki,, + 5 can be 
decomposed into A( 1, 3, c)s and A( 1, 3, c + 1 )s in such a way that, .for every 
vertex x, there exist exactZy 3c + 2 A( 1, 3, c) and 3c + 2 A( 1, 3, c + 1)s hav- 
ing x for center. 
This result can be used for constructing decompositions of the complete 
hypergraph into only one type of delta-system. For instance, 
THEOREM 12.5. Let q be a prime and q” = 6c + 5. Then, Kfzc+ ,,, + R 
A(l. 3, 3c+2). 
Prooj: Let X and Y be two disjoint sets, with IX/ = 1 YI = 6c + 5. Let 
( “~‘)=(:)u(~)uAuB, with A={{x}uelx~X, eE(:)} and B= 
{ (v) u e’l y E Y, e’ E (;)}. By Theorem 12.4, (f) can be decomposed into 
A( 1, 3, c + 1)s and A(1, 3, c)s in such a way that, for every vertex x, there 
are exactly 3c + 2 A( 1, 3, c + 1 )s with center x, namely D,(x),..., D,, +2(x), 
and 3c+ 2 A( 1, 3, c)s with center x, namely E,(x),..., E,, -z(x). On the 
other hand, by Theorem 2.2, (i) can be decomposed into 3c+ 2 
d(0, 2, 2c + 1 )s, namely {ei ,..., ei,+ , > with 1 < i < 3c + 2, and 3c + 2 
A(O,2,2c+2)s, namely {f:,...,fict2} with 16i63c+2, and 2c+2 
n(O, 2, 3c + 2)s namely (g{ ,..., g{,+2} with ldjd2c+2. Then. (r)uA 
can be decomposed into the following A(1, 3, 3c+ 2)s: D,(x)u 
l(x)ue;,..., {x}u~;,+,}, Ei(X)u((x)ufi,..., {x>ufLk,)3 i{.xlu 
g:,..., (x}ug:,,+,},withxrangingoverXandl~i~3c+2,1~j~2~,+2. 
Similarly, ( :) -u B can be decomposed into A( 1, 3, 2c + 1 )s and this gives a 
decomposition of (“‘; ‘). 
The same method as in Theorem 12.4 gives 
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THEOREM 12.6. Let q he u prime and q” = 6~ + 1. Then Ki,. + , can he 
decomposed into A(l, 3, c- l)s, d(1, 3, c)s and d(1, 3, C+ 1)s in such u U’UJ’ 
that, for every vertex x, there exist exactly 2~ A( 1, 3, c - 1 )s, 3c A( 1, 3, (‘)s 
and c A( 1, 3, c + 1 )s having x .ftir center. 
13. REGULAR DECOMPOSITIONS OBTAINED FROM 
REGULAR DECOMPOSITIONS 
LEMMA 13.1. IfK&+, -+Rn(l,3,c) then K:2C+4-+R4(1,3,4c+1). 
Proof: Let X and Y be two disjoint sets, with 1x1 = 1 YI = 6c + 2. Let 
(X;Y)=($u(~)uAuB with A={{x}ueIxEX,eE(~)} and B= 
{ { y} u e’ 1 y E Y, e’ E (f)}. By the hypothesis, (r) can be decomposed into 
A( 1, 3, c)s in such a way that, for every vertex x, there exist exactly 6c + 1 
A( 1, 3, c)s with center X, namely D,(x) ,..., D,, + ,(x). By Theorem 2.1, (c) 
can be decomposed into 6c + 1 A(0, 2, 3c + 1 )s, namely {e’, ,..., e&+ , ), with 
1 Q i< 6c + 1. Then ($) u A can be decomposed into the following 
A(1, 3, 4c+ 1)s: D,(x)u {(x} ue; ,..., {x} UP;, + ,}, x ranging over X and 
1 < i 6 6c + 1. (r) can be similarly decomposed, and this gives the required 
decomposition of (“c; y). 
Lemma 13.1 can already be applied with c = 1, hence 
COROLLARY 13.2. Ki, jR A( 1, 3, 5). 
Lemma 13.1 combined with Theorem 4.2 gives 
THEOREM 13.3. K~,,.+,~R~(l,3,4c+1)forallc>l. 
COROLLARY 13.4. KfzCi5 -+ A(1, 3,4c+ 1)for all c> 1. 
Proof: Apply Theorem 9.1. 
14. A GENERAL DIRECT CONSTRUCTION 
Though we have already obtained several infinite families of decom- 
positions, none of the preceding general constructions (except for c = 3) 
gives rise to a decomposition of Ki into d( 1,3, c)s in the case when c 
divides n. However, this case is important since such decompositions, when 
they exist, permit us to apply Theorem 11.1 repeatedly. This gap can be 
partly tilled by using the following construction. 
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THEOREM 14.1. Let c, p, q, u, v, w, z, u’, v’, w’, z’ be nonnegative integers 
such that ~34, p#O (mod3), q#O (mod3), pb2c, qa2c, (p-l) 
(p - 2)/6 = u -t 20 + 3w, (q-l)(q-2)/6=u’+2vf+3w’, q(q-1)/2 + 
(p-l)(p-2)/6 = c(u+v+w+z), p(p-1)/2 + (q-l)(q-2)/6 = 
c(u’+u’+w’+z’). Then, Kz+,+d(l,3,c). 
Proof. Let X and Y be two disjoint vertex sets with 1x1 = p and I YI = q. 
Let ( X~y)=(~)u(~)uAuB, with A={{x}uelx~:X, eE(:)] and B 
similarly defined. By Theorem 8.2, ( f) can be decomposed into A( 1, 3, 1 )s, 
A( 1, 3, 2)s and A( I, 3, 3)s in such a way that, for every vertex x E X, there 
are exactly 
u A( 1, 3, 1)s with center x, namely D,(x) ,..., D,(X) 
I) A( 1, 3, 2)s with center x, namely E,(X) ,..., E,(x) 
w A( 1, 3, 3)s with center x, namely F,(x) ,..., FJx). 
On the other hand, (4) = u(c - 1) + u(c - 2) + w(c - 3) + ‘cz. Hence, by 
Theorem 2.2, (i) can be decomposed into the union of 
uA(O,2, c- l)s, namely {e; ,..., e:, l $, 16iGu, 
v A(0, 2, c - 2)s, namely {,f; ,..,, f‘: ~~ 2}, 1 d .i f u, 
w A(0, 2, c- 3)s namely {g’; ,..., gf i ), 1 6 k < \v, 
z A(0, 2, c)s, namely {hi ,..., hf i, 161<z. 
Then, (;) u A can be decomposed into the following A( 1, 3, C)S: 
Di(X)U {{X} uel,..., {x}ue:-,}, 16i6u, 
qxbJ ({+Js:,..., {+J.f,L~> 1 6 .i 6 u, 
Fk(X)U {{X>U&..~ wJ&3L 1 6 k < u’, 
{{+h:,..., {+hi.}, 1<16z. 
(:) u B can be similarly decomposed and finally (“y ‘) is decomposed into 
A( 1, 3, c)s. 
EXAMPLE. c=ll, p=37, q=40, u=u’=;=z’=O, c=60, w=30, 
0’=2, w’=81. Hence, K&-,d(l,3, 11). Then, Theorem 11.1 can be 
applied repeatedly, giving such results as K&, + A( 1, 3, 1 1 ), K&n +67 --* 
A( 1, 3, 11) etc. 
In a forthcoming paper, we shall investigate the spectrum of existing 
decompositions for fixed small values of c 3 4. 
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